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Finite element analysis (FEA) can potentially k used to predict soft tissue motion for the 

purpose of elasticity reconstruction and data fusion applications. For a simple phantom 

that simulated a soft tissue, FEA a c c ~ l y  predicted motion for surface deformations on 

the order of 1 1 46. A cornputer controllcd Magnetic Resonance (MR) compatible 

compression apparatus provided precise, time varying compression to a phantom. The 

motion of the phantom was measured with MR by acquiring velocity images throughout 

the cycle of compression. The phantom geometry was modeled with a finite element 

mesh and the mechanical properties of the phantom material were measured and 

incorporated in the finite element model. A static deformation was applied to the finite 

element model of the phantom and the intemal motion was calculated. The motion as 

calculated by the finite clement anaiysis was compared to the motion measured with MR 

and the= was good agreement. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Ciinical Motivation 

In the western world, one in nine women will develop breast cancer 'l). Among Canadian 

women, breast cancer is the most common form of cancer diagnosed '". Health Canada 

estimates that in 1999,18,700 Canadian women will be diagnosed with the disease and 

5.400 wiil die (*). In general. then is consensus that early detection of breast cancer 

improves likelihood of ~urvival(~*'). The f i t  line of detection hm been manual 

palpation. Manual palpation is based on the detection of relative changes in tissue 

hardness or stiffness, but is somewhat lirnited in detecting smaller bnast anomalies 

which are located deep within the breast. The developrnent of severai different irnaging 

moddities has improved breast cancer detection. 



1.2 Breast imaging modalities and diRerentiation of benign and maligpant lesions 

Historicaliy, breast images acquiced with marnmography have been plagued by an 

inability to consistently differentiate between a benign and malignant lesion. This 

situation leads to unnecessary biopsy, when it has been pndicted that for every 

diagnosed cancer, then are five to ten biopsies which result in a benign finding (". The 

inability to differentiate between benign and malignant lesions in x-ray marnmography is 

but one of the issues in breast cancer detection that has motivated researchers to 

investigate alternative means of breast cancer imaging with ultrasound and nuclear 

magnetic resonance methods. 

Although both modalities may potentially offer improvement in specificity, this thesis 

will focus on magnetic cesonance irnaging. Magnetic resonance imaging of the breast 

uses a contrast agent that is injected intravenously which increases the difference in 

brightness between normal tissue and abnomalities in an image. This occurs 

because malignant Nmours are usually highly vascularized '6*7) which would result in a 

faster uptake of conaast agent. In contrast enhanced images of the breast (fipre 1 . 1), 

lesions are characterized through their physical appearance (' and/or differences in the 
(9- 1 1) rate of enhancement (rate of increase of brightness in an image). Characterization of 

lesions based on physical appearance use traits such as border appearance, which are 

usually smooth or lobulated for benign lesions '*) and spiculated or irregular for malignant 

lesions ('). Experience has shown however that characterization of tissue type on the 

b d s  of appeamce or rate of enhancement is not sufficientiy conclusive to prevent 

negative biopsy. One of the problems with al1 of the breast imaging modalities is a lack 

of specificity in dûferentiatiog ktween benip and malignant lesions which leads to 

unnecessary biopsy. 



Figure 1.1 MR subtraction image (clifference image for pre and p s t  contrast agent (Gd- 
DTPA) five minutes after injection) of a breast lesion (arrow). 

1.3 Tissue stifhess and Eiastography 

Quantitative measurement of relative tissue stiffness is not detehned with current 

imaging modalities and this information could potentiall y be usehl in diagnosis. 

Preliminary ex-vivo measurements ( I L  13) indicate that then may be as much as a factor of 

2 to 6 diffennce in tissue stiffness between benign and malignant tumours. Although 

stiffness rneasurement aione may not k sufEcient to classif'y abnormalities due to the 

inherent variability of cancer, differentiation of benign and malignant lesions based solely 

on imaging information may be improved by coupling data on stiffkss with information 

on enhancement rate of a contrast agent or the physical appearance of breast anomalies. 

The goai of elasticity reconstruction, also known as Elastography, is to quantitatively 

measure tissue stiffness. This process typicaiIy involves the application of an extemal 

excitation to a tissue, measpring the cesulting tissue motion "C19' with an imaging 

modality and converting the motion into a stiffness distribution with a reconstruction 

aigorithm. 



13.1 Extemal Excitation 

The extemal forces typically used to generate motion within the tissue for an 

Elastography experiment are either low fnquency (20 - 1000 Hz ' 1 9 *  20)) harmonic 

excitations or quasi static step defomations ("? The application of extemal harmonic 

excitations to tissue can cause the propagation of longitudinal andlor shear waves. Quasi 

static step defomations usually occur at very low inquencies between O to 1 Hz and can 

be approximated as a static state. From a theoretical analysis, it is somewhat 

advantageous to apply quasi static compression to soft tissue rather than hannonic 

excitation. The mechanical properties of soft tissue are time dependent and this added 

complexity can be ignored for quasi static compression. The advantage of harmonic 

excitations however is that it cari be applied to stimulate motion in severai different areas 

of the body. For the case of the bremt, either of these foms of stimulus can be used to 

produce interna1 motions. The motion can then be measured with US or MRI. 

1.33 Elastography and Ultrnsound 

Ultrasound was the first imaging modality used to measure tissue motion for 

Elastography. Then an several methods used by Ultrasound to detect motion ( l n  for 

Elastography applications, however two of the more common techniques are based on 

Doppler Ultrasound and time domain correlation. The application of Doppler Ultrasound 

to measure motion generated by harmonic excitation was first described by Parker and 

Lemer and was called Sonoelasticity Imaging ('O). With this technique, the presence of a 

change in stiffness in a tissue is measund by detecting the Doppler shiR Sonoelasticity 

Imaging provides a relative measurement of stiffhess between different tissues rather than 

an absolute measurement '? Ultrasound has also been used to measure motion in so€t 

tissue caused by quasi static deformation. The motion cm be converted into a quantity 

known as strain, which is a spatial derivative of displacement and is mdicative of changes 

in tissue stiffness distribution. 'Srnin maps' have k e n  generated with ultnisound 

imagîng using tirne do& comlation between the uncompnssed and compressed state 



of tissue '? This process compares the pre compression RF signai to the post 

compression RF signal to estimate a time delay. The time delay is detennined from a 

cross cornlation of the pre and p s t  compression RF lines ('* 14* '*) and is used to estimate 

strain in the tissue. 

1.3.3 Initiai Clinid Ftndiap of UitrasoUISd Eiastography 

An initial study in the use of quasi static Ultrasound Elastography for breast applications 

was conducted by Gama and Ophir (14! The purpose of this study was to determine the 

appearance of breast lesions in a strain image. The researchers did not apply any 

algorithm to convert strain into stiffness. The researchen considered 46 breast lesions 

and measured motion dong the direction of compression which was then converted into 

strain. Based on their initial findings, Gama and Ophir concluded that strain images may 

provide valuable information in the characterization of breast masses. 

1.3.4 Elastography and Magnetic Resoaance Imaging 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging is another modality that h a  been used to measure tissue 

motion for Elastography. In MRI, the methods comrnonly used to measure motion for 

Elastography expenments usually rely on the application of magnetic field gradients that 

are designed to be sensitive to motion. The gradients cause a phase shift in the MR signal 

which is ultimately nlated to motion. These techniques have been used to measure 

motion caused by quasi static excitation 16) which can then be converted into a suain 

image. Motion caused by harmonic excitation (Ig) has also been measured with MR. 

The principle advantage MRî has over US for Elastography applications is its ability to 

measure motion in ail t h e  directions with equal resolution. Furthemore, the amount of 

compression that can be applied to a tissue for quasi static motion is limited for US 

measunments. This occurs because tissue compression causes distortions in the RF 



signal which resuits in pooi cross correlation (n between the pre and post compression 

signal. 

1.33 Potential Chicai Applications of Magnetic Resonmce Eiastogrphy 

Initial work in breast Elastography has been perfonned by researchers h m  the Mayo 

Clinic '*Il. These researchers used hatmonic excitation to generate shear waves in the 

breast. Motion measurewnts in the bnast wen then converted into stitfness images. 

Initial stifhess images of seven patients with known breast cancer illustrated that tumours 

were stiffer than the surrounding breast tissue. Using hannonic excitation, researchers 

from Phiilips Laboratory (21' have also demonstrated that Elastography was able to detect 

changes in stifhss in breast phantoms. 

Other potential areas of Magnetic Resonance Elastography with extemal harmonic 

excitations that have been initially demonstrated by researchers from the Mayo c h i c  

include the brain ("' as well as the prostate 

1.3.6 Elasticity Reconstniction Algorithm 

The ultimate goai of any Elastography experiment is to convert a measurement of motion 

into a measurement of stifhess. This problem is fairly complicated and usualiy involves 

making several simplifications. For shear wave motion, stiffness is estirnated from a 

measurement of the density, local wavelength and the frequency of the motion "'). For 

quasi static motion, there are several reconstruction procedures that have been discussed 

in the literature (14* '** which are based on the strain image generated from the 

measurement of motion. Recently, new elasticity reconstruction aigorithrns have b a n  

proposed by Plewes (rn and Van Houten (" which use finite element analysis to mode1 

tissue deformation. 



2.4 Data Fusion, Finite Element Anaiysis 

Marnmography. magnetic nsonance imaging and ultrasound have al1 ken used in breast 

imaging. H G W ~ V ~ ~ .  when patients have been imaged by two or more of these modalities, 

image comparkon is complicated. One of the diffculties is that the breast is in a 

diffennt phy sical configuration in each modality; in MRI the level of breast compression 

is significantly less than in mammography. Data fusion attempts to facilitate image 

cornpanson by combining images taken by multiple imaging modalities into a single 

image. 

Finite element analysis (FEA) c m  potentially be used for data fusion applications of the 

bnast. FEA can generate a mathematical model of the geometry of the breast through an 

accurate knowledge of the distribution of the biomechanical properties of the tissue. The 

physical configuration of the breast model can then be mathematically manipulated to 

facilitate image cornparison. 

Figure 1.2 a) is a FEA model of a typical breast. The model has ken  generated through 

the use of MR images of an entire breast depicting the geometry and the tissue 

distribution. The tissue distribution was segmented into fibro-glandular tissue or fat. 

Figure 1.2 b) is the sarne breast model as in figure 1.2 a) but after the application of 

compression. 

Figure 13 a) FEA model of an uncompnssed b m t  and b) the same b m s t  after 
compression. 



1.5 Objective and Outiine 

Since FEA is required to predict tissue defomation for breast data fusion applications 

and elasticity reconstruction of lesions, there is a need to detemine its accuriy for soft 

tissue defomation before these applications cm be fiuther considend. The goal of this 

dissertation is to detedne the e m r  associated with a finite element analysis model of a 

soft tissue equivalent phantom with simple geornetry and material properties. This was 

accornpiished by applying compression to a phantom, measuring the intemal motion 

(displacement) arising from the compression with magnetic Esonance imaging. modeling 

the phantom with FEA and comparing the MR measurement of displacement to the 

displacement calculated by the finite element model. 

The remaining part of this chapter will fmus on introducing concepts in the mechanical 

properties of soft tissue, finite element analysis and MR measurements of motion. The 

mechanical response of a matenal to stress fonn the central basis of the finite element 

analysis. The finite element anaiysis introduction describes the concept of finite element 

discretization of continua and is followed by a brief introduction on MR velocity 

encoding. MR velocity encoding is used to mesure motion and this section describes the 

basic princip les behind these measurements. 

1.6 Biomcehanicai propertks of son tissue 

1.6.1 Basic th- 

The mechanicd properties of material typically €omis the basis for a finite ekment 

analysis of motion and defomation. Mechanical properties are described by the 

rrlaiionship between stress and saain (force and defomation). For a simple cubic object, 

stress a is defined as the force per unit ana and strain E describes the fiactionai increase 

or decrease in the object's original height (figure 1.3). In some problerns. stretch 5 is also 

used to describe deformation, and the relationship to strain is 



At! Strain = 
ho 

Fipan 1.3 Stress and strain for an object with simple geomeûy. In general, stress will 
be npresented by a 3x3 tensor. 

In general, the stress-strain relationship for soft tissues are highly variable between tissue 

type, nonlinear and time dependent '"! The time dependent stress-strain nlationship of 

materials are called viscoelastic effects '30). Viscoelastic effects are typically refened to 

as relaxation and creep, A relaxation expriment involves applying a constant 

deformation or stmin to an object and measunng the force as a function of time. 

When this experiment is performed with tissue, the force tends to decrease with time. 

The creep experîment involves applying a constant force to an object and measunng the 

change in strain or deformation with time. For a compressive fom, tissue tends to 

contract with time. 

In general, the stress-strain relationship for loading and unloading is different for tissues, 

where loading and unloading are the addition and removal of a compressive force. This 

phenomena is known as hy steresis (figure 1 -4) and is comrnon in many âifferent tissue 

types ("). When loading and unloading is cyclicaily applied continuousIy, the stress- 

sirain relationship wüî shift and change with npeated cycles. This occurs due to the 

reorganization of the intemal structure of the tissue during cyclic loading and unloading. 

However after a fuiite number of cycles. the stress-strain relationship wiil no longer 

change and enter a steady state @'. This phenomena is referred to as preconditioning and 



Figure 1.4 Stress-strain nlationship illustrating hysteresis for loading and unloading. 

the number of cycles nquired to precomlition tissue is variable. Changing the frequency 

of the cycle or the maximum or minimum compression will nmove preconditioning and 

cause the stress-strain relation to Vary once again until a new steady state is reached. 

Researchers have coined the tenn pseudo-elasticity to describe the constitutive stress- 

strain relations of a preconditioned tissue. The material c m  then be treated with two 

independent models describing the stress-strain nlationship during loading and unloading 

'29). The models that are used are based on strain energy density functions. 

The existence of strain energy density functions can be illustrated dirough a 

thermodynarnic anaiysis '". For a process occurring at constant temperature 

(isothermal), the ij term in the 3x3 stress tensor a c m  ôe npresented as 

when E(E, 1, ~ 1 2 .  ....) is a scalar strain emrgy density function and E is a 3x3 strain tensor. 

These energy density functions fonn the basis for finite element models of materiai 

defonnation. There are several complicated forms of these energy hinctions that attcmpt 

to mode1 the stress-stnin relationship of soft tissues. When several approximations are 

implemented however, a materiai's stress-strain relationship can be represented by a 

h e u  elastic infinitesimai energy function. The stress-shain nlationship (eq. 2) that are 

derived from a linear elastic inf~tesimal energy density function fom the basis of many 

elasticity reconstruction algotithms. 



There are several simplifcations made before one arrives to a Linear elastic infinitesimal 

energy density function (3''. In general. one assumes that the material is isotropie, such 

that the stress-saain relationship is independent of direction for that material. 

Furthemre, the relationship of stress and strain is assumed to be linear and the 

defomations that are applied to the material are small (infinitesimal). With these 

assumptions. the energy function takes the form 

where Eu is defined as the Young's Modulus of the material. u is the Poisson's Ratio of 

the materiai and EU is the ij component of the sirain tensor. In general, Young's Modulus 

and Poisson's ratio charactenze stiffness and compressibility respectively. Figure 1.5 

AnBa, = Amq,(l + dhB(1 - 2 u)) 

Fi- 1.5 2 dunsnsionai object compnssed an amount dh and expanding by an amount 
2dl. 



demonstrates the effect the Poisson's ratio has on the overd1 m a  of an object during a 

compression. From the equations in figure 1 .S. the final area Areai c m  only equal the 

initial area Are* when the Poisson's ratio is 0.5. When this situation occurs for a 

material, it is said to be incompressible. For a Poisson's ratio less than 0.5 the final ana 

after compression is always less than the initial ana before compression. This argument 

also applies to the volume of a three dimensionai object. 

The ij component of the infinitesimal stmin tensor is &fineci as 

where ui is the i component of the displacement vector. 

Linear elastic infinitesimal theory is used to model the stress-strain relationship for 

problems that involve stifhess distribution reconstruction from motion measurements 

(elasticity reconstruction). In general, emrgy density hinctions serve as a basis for a 

finite element analysis of deformation. In this thesis. finite element analysis is used to 

model the phantom motion and the equations of the FEA are based upon a siighily 

modified linear elastic infinitesimal theory. 

Finite element analysis is used to model cornpiicated problems involving diffenntial 

equations which in generai have no analytical solution. In a Rnite element model, 

continuous functions are replaced with piecewise approximations (32! In general, a finite 

element anaiysis begins with discretizing a continuum with a mesh that consists of 

elements whidi are made up of noch (33). Uniike the more familiar finite ciifference 

apprwch which requins tbat the mesh is a Cartesian grid, the finite element me& can 

consist of non-unifonn elernents (figure 1.6). 



Figure 1.6 A t'imite element mesh modeling a continuum consisting of nodes and 
elements. 

Upon cnating a suitable mesh. the variables or degrees of fieedorn of each node are 

assigned (35). These variables are determined fiom the differential equations that are 

king solved. For a problem in solid mechanics. the variables can be displacement, smss 

or temperature. Once the variables are chosen. interpolation hinctions using the nodal 

values (figure 1.7) are used to determine the value of the variab!= througbout the element. 

Figure 1.7 illustrates an element consisting of 4 nodes with a linear interpolation function. 

After the interpolation hiactions have been impkmented. a system of equations 

consisting of some fonn of integral formulation of the differential equation ai each 

Figure 1.7 Square element consisting of 4 nodes. u is a variable being solved for in the 
difierratid equations. ui is the value of the variable at each node i. 



element is assembled FoUowing assembly, the boundary conditions are applied and the 

nodal variables are solved for. 

An integral formulation of the differential equation is the essence of the finite elernent 

problern. Whereas a finite difference method uses a Taylor expansion to represent the 

differential equations at the nodes, the finite element method usuaily uses either a 

weighted residual or variational approach to generate an integral representation of the 

differential equations at an eiement (Y! 

1.7.2 Method of weighted residoils 

To determine the value of the nodal variables in a FEA problem, a method of weighted 

residuals has been developed which essentially consists of minimizing an error integral 

over a spatial region Q of the finite element model '". In the error integral (cq. 4), R and 

W are cailed the residuai error and weighting function. The residual error R is dependent 

on the interpolation huictions used by the elements and the differential equations of the 

FEA problem. Weighting huictions can be dependent on the interpolation function 

andlor the residual error. Tbe method of weighted nsiduals is easiest understood tbrough 

a FEA of an exarnple differential equation 04). Consider the differential equation 

which has the solution y = e-*. The goal of the problem is to use a FEA to estimate the 

solution y(x). The FEA model wül be nsüicted to a ngion for values of x between O and 

1, with the condition that y(n = 0) = 1. 



The fmt step in consmcting a FEA mode1 is to create a mesh. The initiai mesh will 

consist of one element with two nodes located at x = O and x = 1 and the nodal variable is 

y (figure 1.8 a). 

Figure 1.8 Iilustration of the regions for the a) one element linear interpolation b) I 
element polynornial interpolation and c) 2 element linear interpolation. 

A common interpolation function in finite element modeling is based on a linear estimate 

of the solution. An example of such an interpolation function would be 

where y*  and y* are the values of y at the nodes. Note that for this interpolation function 

(eq. 6) yint(x = 0) = a d  yi&x = 1) = yt. Substituting the boundary condition of y(% = 0) 

= 1 into equation 6 yields 

To complete the FEA solution, the nodal variable y2 must be determined. This value cm 

k solved for by minimizing the emr integrai (eq. 4), which requins a residud cmr and 

an appropriate weighting function. The residual e m r  R is found by substituting the 

interpolation function (eq. 7) into the Werentiai equation (eq. 5), 



There are several possible weighting functions W that are used in FEA however only the 

lest squares method will be demonstrated. The least squares method sets the 

weighting function W to dlUdyi thus from equation 8, 

The nodal value y2 can be solved for by mbstituting the nsidual error R (eq. 8) and the 

weighting function W (eq. 9)  into the error integral (eq. 4) 

1 1 IRW dx = 1[2(1+ (y, - 1)x) + y, - L][2x + I] dx = O 
O O 

which resulb in y2 = 111 3. Thus the FEA solution (eq. 7) is 

which is plotted in figure 1.9. This solution however is quite poor due to the use of only 

two nodes hence a second solution will be illustrated which involves three nodes. 

The second FEA mode1 consists of one element and three nodes (figure 1.8 b). The 

interpolation function is based on a polynomial function instead of a linear function. An 

example of a polynomial solution is 

From equation 1 I, note that ymt(x = 0) = y,, yint(x = 95) = A and yint(x = 1) = ~ 3 .  The g d  

once again is to determine the nodal values yi. The condition y(x = O) =l solves for the 

nodal value yi (yl = l), hence equation 1 1 can be rewcitten as 



y2 and y3 can be calculated through the use of the e m  integral (eq. 4) which requires the 

nsidual enor and the weighting functions. The nsidual e m r  is calculated by substituting 

the interpolation fiuiction (eq. 12) into the diffenntial equation (eq. 5) such that 

The weighting functions are defined as dR/dy2 and dRldy3. Separate substitution of the 

least squares weighting functions and the nsidual error into the error integral (eq. 4) 

results in the equations 

which yield values for y2 and y3 of .37 and .l4. Thus the FEA solution (eq. 1 1) is 

This solution is also plotted in figure 1.9 and as expected improves upon the linear result. 

The previous examples only use one element to model the system, however a FEA model 

will consist of severai elements. To demonstrate this concept, the region will be 

represented by 2 elements (figure 1.8 c), with element 1 consisting of nodes 1 and 2 in the 

region O < x c H and element 2 consisting of nodes 2 and 3 in the region H c r < 1. 

Each ekment will use a linear interpolation lùnction to estimate the solution; 

y2 and ytk-& = L) = y3. The condition y(x = 0) =I solves for the nodal value y1 (yi = 
I), hence the equations can be cewritten as; 



When multiple elements are use& the enw integral (eq. 4) is slightly modified such that 

where elementi is the index of the element and is the region of the element. 

For the case where there are three nodes, the weighting hinction is given as 

which upon substitution into the error integral yields the foilowing equations 

Substitution of the nsidual e n w  and the weighting functions for each element into the 

above equations results in values of y2 and y3 of .352 and .126. Thus the solution (eq. 15 

and eq. 16) is 

This solution is plotted in figure 1.9 and vastly irnproves on the linear interpolation one 

elernent model. In general, for the same interpolation hct ion  the solution improves as 

more elements are added, but the cost is additional computation time. 

Weighted residuals are used for rnost FEA problems, however for problems that involve 

pndicting material response to stress, an integrai equaiion for each element is based on a 

variational appmach. 



Figure 1.9 Plot of the true solution (line), a linear interpolation 1 element (dashed), a 
linear interpolation 2 element (dotted), a polynomial interpolation 1 element (line, hash). 

1.73 Method of Vatiation 

The method of variation is applied to mechanical problems that involve material 

responses to forces, The variationai approach minimizes the total potentiai energy of the 

object T which is defined as 

T = w - E  ( 19) 

where w is the work done by the extemal applied forces and E is the intemal strain 

energy. One can show that mïnirnization of the total potential energy with respect to 

displacement leads to the matrix equation 

Su=C (20) 

where u are the unknown nodal displacements, S is the element stiffness matrix and C is 

the fora vector. The element stühiess mnîrix is dependent on the interpolation fuoctions 

of the elemnts and the energy density quations repfesenting the material (? The force 

vector is related to the body forces as well as the surfface stresses. 



The maûix equation (eq. 20) representing each element is analogous to the equations 

generated using a force equilibrium statement. This similarity will be ülustrated through 

an example of a one dimensional two spring system (figure 1.10) which consists of s p ~ g  

Figure 1.10 a) A two spcing system with sphg  constants 16 and ki and b) with applied 
nodal forces. 

constants ko and Li. The spring constants are compietely andogous to Young's Modulus. 

a measurement of stifhess. The spnngs in figure 1.10 have been compressed (figure 1.10 

b) and the net forces at each node are equal to O, hence the system is in equilibrium. In 

this figwe, 9 and repnsent the initial and finai positions of node j, uj represents the 

displacement that occurs at the node j and Fj is the mm of the externdly applied forces at 

node j. 

Rearranging the equations in figure 1.10 b) 



which is completely analogous to Su = C, whereby the element stifhess matrix S is 

simply the spring constants for this one dimensional system. 

Thus either the variational method or the weighted residual method can be used to 

generate an equation for each element. 

In summary then, the basic steps to fomulating a finite element model (33) an; 

Generate a mesh with elements and no&s modeling the geometry of the problem 

Assign the nodal variables 

Assign interpolation functions to the elements 

Choose either a weighted residud or variational integral method to represent the 

differential equations for each element 

Assemble the elemental equations in a matrix 

Input the necessary boundary conditions in the matnx 

Solve the system of equations 

In this thesis, finite element analysis is used to model the geometry and the distribution of 

the mechanical properties of a phantom and calculate the motion that occurs d u h g  

compression. The motion calculated by the FEA model of a phantom is compared to the 

true motion that took place within the phantom. MR phase contrast measurements of 

velocity an used to measure the motion occurring within the phantom. 

1.8 MR phase contrast velodty measurements 

There an severai methods that can be used to measure motion with magnetic resonance 

imaging. One method involves calculating displacement from velocity measmmnts 

during cyclic motion. This qpmach was w d  by Pelc ('71 and relates the phase of a 

magnetic cesonance signal to the velocity at a particular voxel location. 



Magnetic resonance images are createà nom electromagnetic fields gemrated by the 

precession of protons at a fraquency 

where B is the strength of the main magnetic field and y is the gyromagnetic ratio. In 

most whole body imagem. B is typically 1.5 T thus the frequency of precession is 

approximately 63.9 MHz . in the pnsence of a linearly spatially varying magnetic field 

gradient G(x. y, z), the frequency of precession of a spin at a position r(x, y, z) is 

The gradient srnngth i s  typically on the order of a few Gauss per cm which corresponds 

to fmquencies in the kilohertz range above and below the resonance frequency of 63.9 

MHz. The frequency of precession of the protons is related to the time derivative of 

phase, hence 

Velocity measurements can be perfomed by using pulsed gradients and rneasuring phase. 

Although these measurements can be done dong any arbitrary direction relative to the 

principal magnetic field direction, to simplifj the explanation veloci ty measurements w il1 

k illustrateci for motion dong one principal direction. 

Assuming that velocity measurements are to be perfomied dong the x direction, the 

gradient that will be used is G(x, y. z) = (G,, O, O), thus the rate of change of phase is 



Integrating the above equation fkom t h e  t to tb, the general expression for the phase is 

Assuming constant velocity motion v and an initial position xo, 

From the integral in equation 26, phase is dependent on both position and velocity, 

however the goal of velocity imaging is to relate phase solely to velocity hence in order to 

accomplish this, t, and G,(t) are chosen such that 

Combining equation 26 and 27, the phase is given as 

Solving for velocity from equotian 28 is not usually performed since the main problem 

with a one point acquisition of phase is that it is dificult to correct for inhomogeneity in 

the main field '38). To eliminate this pioblem, phase is acquired two different times each 

with opposite gradients Gux and Go, such that 



In general, Gu, = -& hence subtraction of @ t ~  and k yields 

In order to prevent phase wrap, zYJ&,(t) t dt is set to Wv-, where v,, is the maximum 

velocity that is to be encoded. Hence the velocity v at a pixel is 

vmru(@u - (32) 

In this thesis, velocity measurements are used to measure the motion of the phantom 

w hile king compressed. 

Data fusion and elasticity reconstruction may provide hirther information that would be 

useful in the assessrnent of breast lesions. FEA can be used for both of these applications 

to mode1 tissue deformation hence M e r  shidy of the error made by a FEA is required 

for these applications. Chapter two of this thesis will discuss the determination of the 

error associated with a finite element analysis model of a soft tissue equivalent phantom 

with simple geometry and material properties. To accomplish this task, a phantom of 

variable stiffhess was compressed a finite amount and its motion was measured with 

MRI. The mechanical properties of the phantorn were meamred and incorporated into 

the FEA model of the phantom. To determine an error, the motion of the phantom was 

calculated by the FEA model and compared to the motion measured by MM. 

Chapter 'Ruee briefly inaoduces some of the topics I would Iike to continue to research in 

the near future. Some of the work that 1 have already m e d  involve studying the 

feasibüity of FEA based elasticity reconsmiction as weU as the measurement of the non 

linearity of the stnss-strain nlationship of breast cancer and other bnast tissue. 
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2.1 Introduction 

In ment yean the ultrasound and magnetic nsonance imaging community has 

investigated the pssibüity of detecting and speciQing ksions through a quantification of 

their mechanical properties. Elasticity nconstruction is a novel imaging application 

which calculates stiff'ness throughout a tissue based on measunment of motion acquired 

during an extemal application of force (' '? Recentiy new elasticity reconstruction 

techniques have been proposed by Plewes et al (L4) and Van Houten et al which 

depend on finite element analysis. Finite element anaiysis (FEA) may also be useful in 

the application of data fusion. 

Befon either of these applications can be m e r  investigated the ermr associated with a 

FEA aeeds to be addnssed. Tht purpose of this study is to determine the em>r associated 



with a FEA model for a deformation of a soft tissue equivalent structure using MR phase 

conhast velocity to measure motion. This task was accomplished by initiaily consmcting 

a phantom with variable stiffness distribution. The mechanical properties of the phantom 

were measured and the phantom geometry and mechanicd properties were modeled with 

FEA. A MR compatible device applied compression to the phantom and the motion was 

imaged. The motion measund with MR was compared to the displacements calculated 

by the FEA model to determine an error. 

2 2  Materials and Methods 

A phantom was created that simulated a sofi tissue structure and consisted of two 

inclusions of varying stiffness (figure 2.1). The phantorn material was based on mixtures 

of gelatin, agar (SIGMA-ALDRICH CANADA LTD, Oakville Ontario) and water. Gel 

materials are typicaily used in MR experiments that study motion measurement (6. 1t.W 

The inclusions were composed of a mixture of 6 % gelatin and 1 96 agar and 3 % gelatin 

respectively. The main body of the phantom was a mixture of 5 % gelatin '/r % agar. 

Figure 2.1 a) A typical phantom wîth dual agar inclusions of 4%. b) Schematic cmss 
section of the phantom used in the experiment. 



Agar concentration was varied to mate materials with a cange of stiffness. Gelatin was 

used to provide strong coupling between the inclusions and the main body. The matenal 

stifhess of the gels were rcpnsentative of values pnviously measured in soft tissue (? 

Measurement of the stress-strain relationship for the phantom material was perfonned by 

using cubic shaped samples which were approxirnately 5 cm x 5 cm x 3 cm. The stress 

was measund for various amounts of strain using uni-axial Ioading (figure 2.2). The 

compressor plate applying deformation to the sample was manually incremented in 25.4 

pm steps every three seconds. A computer measured the force acquired with an 

electronic balance for each strain increment. Stress was calculated by dividing the force 

by the initial cross sectional area of the sample. A linear fit of stress and svain was 

applied to the data to determine Young's Modulus. The stress-strain relationship of the 

phantom matecial was measund at different temporal frequencies of compression (8.46 

Cun/s and 42.33 p d s )  ami during cyclicai loading and unloading. 

Figure 2.2 looding expriment setup. The micrometer adjusts the stmh 
applied to the sample hugh  the movemnt of the compressor plate. The balance bas 
0.1 g precision. 



2.23 MR Compatible Cornp~ession Device, Veldty Imagîng 

A MR compatible mechanical transducer was built to apply highly npeatable 

compression to the phantom (figure 2.3). Motion was generated by an uitrasonic motor 

which ciid not pmduce artifacts when placed p a t e r  than 50 cm away h m  the bore. The 

motor cm rotate in increments of 0.09 degnes and is controkd with either a computer or 

frequency generator thmugh a motor control box. Once every revolution, the motor sen& 

out a TIZ timing signai which is used to trigger a MR pulse sequence. A timing belt 

connects the motor to a c m  which translates rotationai motion to longitudinal motion. A 

shaft connects a cornpressor plate to the Cam, generating sinusoidal motion in the x 

direction. The amplitude of the longitudinal motion can be controlled by adjusting the 

Cam. The phase of the c m  relative to the motor's TïL timing signal is also adjustable. 

Constrahis are used at the sides of the phantom to prevent motion in the z direction. 

Irnaging was done on a General Electric Medicd Systems 1.5 Tesla whole-body imager 

(SIGNA) with a pulse sequence that used bipolar gradients to measure velocity. The 

imaging parameters used were TRlTE = 76/16 ms, 10 mm slice thickness, 10 cm field of 

view, 256 x 128 pixels, 10° tip angle. The axial plane (xy) was used for imaging (figure 

2.3). The frequency of oscillation for the compssor plate was 0.75 Hz. One line of k 

space was acquired per cycle of motion hence 264 cycles of motion were nquired to 

obain a velocity image (2*(128 lines of k space) + 8 pre cycles). To cover the entire 

cycle with velocity images, this praxss was repeated a second time thus total imaging 

tirne for one direction was 1 1 minutes 44 seconds. 

The velocity pulse sequence was tested on a cyünder of gel undergoing rigid body 

motion. which was attached to the bottom of the cornpressor plate with ifs anis dong z. 

Velocity images in the àirection paralie1 to the motion (x direction in figure 2.3) were 

aquired durùig cyciical motion. The maximum velocity the sequence encoded for was 20 

d s .  Tbt SNR of the magnitudt image was appmximately 60 as masured 

with a square 10 cm suiface coil. Chhogond velocities were O and the maximum 



Figure 23 a) Side view ofcompnssor. The cornputer and motor control are located outside 
the mgnet mm. The figure is not to d e .  



displacement was -4.8 mm in the x direction. 

The pulse sequence was dso used to measure velocity for the phantom during cyclical 

motion. Velocity was acquired for both the x and y directions throughout the cycle of 

motion, with the velocity in the z direction assumed to be O. Velocity was encoded with 

bipolar gradients and the maximum velocity v, was set to 20 mm/s in the x direction 

and 18 mmls in the y direction. Using a 12.7 cm standard GE surface coil, the S N R  of 

the magnitude images was approximately 40 - 50. The overall motion the phantom 

underwent at the cornpressor plate was -59 mm. 

Velocity images were nconstructed €tom the phase measurements off-line. SIGNA 

separately provided phase measurements for both the up and down gradients (figure 2.4). 

6 up encode 

1 V) readout 
CI 

B TE time 
down encode 
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Figure 2.4 Motion encoding gradients. The readout gradient causes the temporal 
differences in the up and down encoding gradients (Gu(t) t Wt)). 

The MR velocity &ta was used to calculate the motion of the pixels with a displacement 

tracking algorithm. 

Displacement was calcuiated h m  the velocity set with the initial assumption that the 

particle within the pixel is locatcd at the centre of the pixel. The anaiysis was perfonned 

by using an algorithm similar to that descnbed by Pelc ( ln, w hich integntes the velocity 



data set over time. In generai, a particle position at time t + dt and at time t - dt can be 

determined through a Taylor expansion, such that 

& r(t+dt)=r(t)+~dt+*5$dl'+hi*orderoims (1) 

dr &- - = velocity = Nt) df - acce1eration = a(t) dt 

Higher order terrns were neglected since these ternis an small compared to the velocity 

and acceleration tenn. Hence knowledge of the acceleration a(t) and the velocity v(t) of 

the particle is required to comctly determine future position r(t + dt). The data set 

however consists only of velocity images v(t), thus at iterative approach is used to 

estimate the acceleration and the particle position in the future time frarne. 

To determine a particle's funire position r(t + dt) in the time frame t + dt. the initial 

estimate rl(t + dt) is made by using the cumnt position r(t), adding v(r, t)*dt 

rl(t + dt) = r(t) + ~ ( r ,  t)*dt (3) 

and ignoring the acceleration tenn. 

velocity in the next frame at t + di. 

now estimated as 

The position rI(t + dt) is used to determine the 

Using the velocity VI( r ~ ( t  + dt) } . the acceleration is 

With the estimated acceleration correction, r(t + dt) is now recalculated 

rz(t + dt) = r(t) + v(r, t)*dt + !kl(t)*de (5) 

The iteration continues until q + [(t + dt) = r;(t + di). 



The iterative process was used to caiculate the path forward in time Pdt) starting with the 

image at time t = O and ending at time t = T (T -- time of the cycle = 1.333 S.). The 

forward path consists of calculating the location of a pixel in each time frame starting in 

the time fiame at t = O by using the velocity data set and the iterative formula for r(t + dt). 

The time dt is defined as the t h e  between each velocity image (76 rns). 

Since the motion is cyclical, the path backward in time Pb(t) WBS also calculated. The 

backward path consists of determinhg the location of a pixel in each time f m e  starting 

at time t = r and using the formula r(t - dt). In theory, the path of a pixel calculated using 

forward iteration or backward iteration should be identical, however due to noise and 

other effects these paths may differ, thecefore the averaged path P.(t) taken by a pixel is 

weighted with the forward and backward path (Pdt), Pb(t)) and is given as 

The displacement tracking method was tested and validated on a simulation of phantom 

velocity data. It was also used to calculate the motion of the rigid cylindrical body and 

the phantom. 

2.2.5 Velocity Data Shdation 

A simulation of the velocity data was created to test the displacement tracking algorithm. 

The purpose of the simulation was to determine the c m  in displacernent associated with 

the noise and the finite sampüng of velocity (finite tirne dt between the velocity images). 

The simulation was based on empirical observations made from pnvious experimental 

velocity data sets on similor phantoms and f i t e  element andysis (FEA) displacement 

calculations of similar phantoms. In gened, the intemal displacements of the phantom 

that were calculated by FEA can be approximated as decreasing linearly h m  the 

cornpressor plate to the boaom of the phantom. Linearîty was also obsecved in the 

velocity images hence a liaear change of displacement was incorporated into the 

simulation. 



The dimensions of the simulated object were 58.98 mm by 58.98 mm (figure 2.5) and 

consisted of 1 5 1 by 15 1 pixels (.3906 rnrn/pixel). The object underwent sinusoidal time 

varying compression with a maximum amplitude of 6 mm. The temporal and spatial 

variation in displacement dong the direction of compression (y axis) was given as 

where j is the pixel number (1 r j I; 15 1) in the y direction and o = 2rr/ 1 -333 s-'. Hence at 

time t = nlo, al1 of the pixels in the top row Q = 15 t) undenvent a compression of 6 mm. 

The pixels in the bottom row ÿ = 1) did not move at al throughout the cycle of motion 

and there was a linear change in displacement. The spatial and temporal variation in 

displacement perpendicular to the direction of compression was given as 

where j is the pixel number (1 s j r 15 1) in the x direction. The exponential is used to 

mode1 the bulging effect (figure 2.6) at the centre of the phantom during compression, 

however it has no physical rneaning. Hence, a maximum motion in the x direction of -4.8 

mm occurred for the pixel located at (l,75) and ( 15 1,75) (rniddle le€t and middle right 

location). The velocity is simply the derivative of the displacement hinction. A velocity 

58.98 mm 

Figure 25  Schernatic of simdated object. The amount of compression is 6 mm and the 
overall ana of the object is constant throughout compression. 



image was created eveq 76 rns using a MGTLAB hear interpolation function. Noise 

was randomly added ihrough a standard deviation of the veiocity (Bv) to each velocity 

image to mate a nalistic simulation. The standard deviation in the velocity (la) added to 

the data is given as 

where v, is the maximum velocity encoded by the MR pulse sequence and SNRkua is 

the magnitude of the signal to noise in the magnitude image. This equation is based on 

the fact that noise in the velocity image is proportional to the phase noise which is 

inversely proportional to SMhuG. The parameters used in the simulation are v, = 20 

mm/s, v,, = 18 mm/s and SNRma = 40. 

The MR velocity data also had a background offset velocity, which meant that even when 

there was no motion a non zero velocity was recorded. To simulate this effect, a spatially 

linearly varying background offset from O to 1.5 mm/s was added to the velocity data set 

which was similar to the magnitude of the offset in the MR velocity data set. The 

sirnulated velocity data is illustrated in figure 2.6 which is an image of velocity data at 

304 ms into the cycle. Note in figure 2.6 a), the velocity in the up down direction is 

gnatest near the top of the phantom and is close to zero at the bottom. 

5 

O mmls 

-5 

-1 O 

Figure 2.6 Simulated veiocity image at 304 ms for the upldown motion (a) and right left 
motion (b). 



A finite eiement mesh (figure 2.7) was manually generated using the geometry of the 

phantom fiom both the MR magnitude data and through physical measurement. Smail 

mifimeter imperfections on the perimeter of the phantom were not modeled. The mesh 

that was produced was two dimensional since the motion was assumed to be insignificant 

dong the ihird dimension due to the constraints. The mesh is composed of 728 4noded 

elements. 

Figure 2.7 Uncompressed (a) and compnssed (b) finite element mesh used to model the 
phantom with the hard and soft inclusions (left and nght, respectively). 

To model a continuum, constitutive assurnptions about the material properties are used to 

describe the nsponse of the materiai to applied forces. Material theories based on a 

linear stress-strain relation and a nonlinear stress-strain relation were used in the andysis. 

For the linear matmal theory, the Young's Modulus for the two inclusions and the main 

body that was detercnined tbrough a linear fit of the uni-axial loading expriment were 

implemnted in the d e l .  For the nonlinear maMial theory, a hypetelastic Mooney- 



Rivlin strain energy fuaction was used to mode1 the material. The Mooney Rivlin strain 

energy hinction (19) is defined as 

Clo and Coi are constants that are nlated to the stress-strain relationship of the rnaterial 

such that 

where a and e are the stress and strain in the uni-axial directions "9'. It and I2 are defined 

as 

& are the principal stntches which are the mots of the eigenvalues of FF* '? F is the 

material defornation gradient which physically &scribes the motion that each point 

incurs dunng the compression. J is the determinant of the deformation gradient F '"'. 
For infinitesimal strain, D is nlated to the bulk modulus of compression through the 

equation 

D=2& ( 14) 

For infinitesimal strain, the buk modulus of compression is defined as 

where v is the Poisson's ratio. 

Both material themies assumed that the material properties were isotropic. meaning that 

Young's ModuIus aad the compressibility are independent of the choice of reference. 

Compressibility in the ünear material theory was modeled directiy through Poisson's 



ratio, whicb was also assumed to be isotcopic. Compnssibility in the hyperelastic 

(nonlinear material) mode1 is determined through the J parameter. It was assurned that 

the compressibility of each material was the same and independent of s a .  

A static displacement boundary condition of -5.9 mm compression was used in the finite 

element analysis. The displacement condition was applied statically in the FEA to 

correspond to the stress-srrain rneasurements which were also measured statically when 

compared to the timing of the cycle (4 - 6 minutes and 1.33 seconds respectively). Both 

the bottom and the top boundary conditions initially assumed zero slippage, meaning that 

no displacement perpendicular to the direction of compression occumd at these surfaces 

in the FEA rnodel. 

The stress-strain relationship for the thcee phantom materials is illustrated in figure 2.8. 

Using a linear fit to the stress-strain data, Table 1 represents the Young's Moduius for the 

gels. 

Table 1 

Phantom material 

6 % gelatin, L % agar 

5 % gelatin, !k % agar 

3 46 gelatin 

Young's Modulus (Pa) 

26800 +/- 1 100 

1 1200 +/O 460 

4500 +/- 190 

In general. the stress measured for the phantom mateciai over a strain range of O to 0.12 

produced s i d a r  rrsults when the expriment was completed in 60 seconds rather than 4 



strain 

Figure 2.8 Stress-strain relationship of the three phantom materials. 

to 6 minutes. This suggests that the stress-strain relationship is independent of dnving 

fnquency for low hquency motion for gelatinlagar materials. 

To study the hysteresis of the matecial, a second test was performed on different sarnples 

of the gel with identical concentrations to those used in the phantom. This test involved 

loading and udoading the material to strains of approximately 0.12. One complete cycle 

occumd when the object was loaded h m  0.02 straui to 0.12 strain and then unloaded 

from 0.12 strain back to 0.02 strain. This cycle of motion was repeated a total of 8 times, 

with a period of 120 seconds per cycle. Figure 2 9  a and b illustrates the results of this 

expriment By the sixth cycle (fig. 2 9  b), the loading and unloading are nearly 

identical. From this result, it appears to be sufficient to use one stress-strain nlationship 

to describe loading and unloading. 



Figure 2.9 Stress-strain relationship for cyciic loading and ualoading. '+' nprcsent the 
loading while 'O' represent the unloading. a) Stress-strain data obtained during the fmt 
cycle, b) Stress-strain data obtained during the sixth cycle. 



2.3.2 Simulation, Rigid Body and P h t o m  Displacement Tracking 

The displacement tracking algorithm was tested on the velocity data simulation (section 

2.2.5) to verify the accuracy of the tracking aigorithm and to estimate the emr associated 

with the noise. The tracking method wm initially applied on the noise fke velocity data 

set from the simulation and the displacement was calculated at t = 684 rns. An error 

analysis was used to compare the tnie displacement at t = 684 ms to the calculated 

displacement at t = 684 rns with the average percentage error over N pixels defined as 

when disuD-TRUE is the me displacement in the up/down direction and disuDDCAU3 is the 

displacement in the upldown direction calculated with the tracking algorithm. qbLR enor 

is similarly calculated as for the displacement in the lefvright direction. Using this 

definition, the Berror for the two sets of data was 1.5 %. This result illustrates that 

ignoring the higher order ternis in the Taylor expansion as well as using a dt of 76 ms 

(time between each velocity f m e )  is sufkient to obtain an accurate track. 

The tracking algorithm was used to estimate an error that occurs due to noise and offset. 

The displacement was calculated at t = 684 rns from the simulated velocity set with noise 

and off- and then compand to the tnie simulated displacement. Pixels whose motion 

were less than 0.4 mm were not considend in the error. For the npresentative noise and 

offset levels included in the simulation, the Berrot calculated was 3.8 %. 

The displacement tracking method was applieà to the MR velocity images for the rigid 

cylinder. The cylinder (15 mm diam.) was aligned dong Bo and had a ring artifact in the 

image near the edge. The arLifact was probably caused by unequal sarnpling in the phase 

and readout encode directions. This artifact affected the phase near the edge hence these 

pixels were not includcd in the determination of the displacement of the cylinder. It was 

found that afkr weighted avemging for the fornard and backward paths of each pixel, the 

overall average pixel displacement near maximum compression w u  -4.9 1 mm. This 



calculation compares weli to the experimental measurement of -4.80 mm. The forward 

and backward integration for the Dgid body however yielded different paths (figure 2.10 

a). For cyclical motion, the material's initial starting point should equd its final 

calculated position, however for all the pixels in the image the calculated finish point at t 

= 1.333 s did not correspond to the initial starting point at t = O S. This is due to a slowly 

varying phase offset throughout the image plane which causes an offset velocity. This 

effect is illustrated in figure 2.10 a, where each data point npresents the displacement of 

a pixel in the rigid body at a particular time calculated from the velocity data 

The phase offset was measured by acquinng velocity data while the phantom was 

stationary. The soum of this offset may be related to gradient induced eddy cumnts. It 

was found that the phase offset corresponds to approximately an overall velocity variation 

of 1.5 mm/s across the phantom. The temporal variation in phase offset throughout the 

images over the cycle is relatively small thus weighted averaging (figure 2.10 b) 

effectively removes the background offset. 

From the experimental velocity data, the displacement was calculated at maximum 

compression for an area encompassing 86.9 % (50.78 x 64.06 mm2) of the overall 

phantom area. The displacement near the edges of the phantom was dificult to calculate 

and inaccurate. One of the problems was that the offset enor caused the point to move to 

a predicted area when the phantom did not physically exist. The second problem was 

that the SNR was much lower for parts dong the edges of the phantom. This was most 

likely due to geometric imperfections and susceptibility artifacts arising h m  the &/gel 

interface. 

Figure 2.1 L illustrates the displacements obtained for the MR and the finite element 

anaiysis. Note that the displacement image for the FEA has ban interpolated using a 

Linear approximation to a phel resolution of O S  mm for visuai cornparison. Each pixel in 

the displacement images correspond to the displacement that occumd at maximum 

compression for that particular point. From the displacement images. one cm 
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Figure 2.10 a) The fornard 'square' and bwkward '+' path for a pixel undergoing a 
ngid body displacement of -4.8 mm. Note that the final position at t = 1.333 s is not 
equal to the initial position. b) The weighted average between the forward and backward 
path 'O' together with the tnie sinusoidal motion. The starting and end points are set to O. 

note the effects of the inclusions on the particle motion. Generaily, there is good 

agreement between the displacement fields, however in the leftîright data sets, there is a 

Iarger difference in the upper left and right quadrants between the expriment data and the 

finite element data. This emr is clearly visible in figure 2.12 a), which is a diffecence 

image between the experimentd leWright data and the finite element aaalysis leftlright 

data. This diffecence is due to the consaaint in the finite element mode1 of zero slip at the 

top of the surface. Süpping beiween the phantom top and the acrylic compnssor plate 

surface in the expcriment could have possibly occumd due io geomtric imperfections 



Displacernent paraIIel to the direction of compression (upldown) 

Displacement perpendiculai to the direction of compression (IeWright) 

Figme 2.11 The displacement as dcuiated by finite element anaiysis (a and c) and 
measuted by MRI (b and d). The black circles ùidicate the position of the inclusions. 



Figure 2.12 a) The difference image for the experimental left right displacement data 
and the zero slip linear material finite element left right displacement data for a Poisson's 
ratio of 0.485. b) The clifference image for the experimental left right displacement data 
and the slip limar material finite element left nght displacement data with a Poisson's 
ratio of 0.485 and a coefficient of fiction of 0.3. c) The difference image for the absolute 
value of the slip linear materiai finite element left right displacement data with a coefficient 
of fiction of 0.3 and the absolute vaiue of the slip linear material h i t e  element left right 
displacernent data at a Poisson's ratio of0.485. d) The % emr for the slip LWPr material 
f i t e  eIement data as a fiindon of fiction coefficients for a Poisson's ratio of O.48S. 



and/or insunicient pre loading. At the bottom of the phantom howevet, this was Wrely 

not a problem since the phantom sat on paper which was used to absorb moisture. 

In the finite element model, slipping can be modtled through a Coulomb friction 

representation, which aiIows for slipping once the shear smss on a surface is pa t e r  than 

the criticai stress. In the Coulomb friction model, this relationship is described through 

the contact pressure p and the coenicient of friction f 

Allowing for partial slippage at the top of the phantom in the finite element rnodel, figure 

2.12 b) is the difierence image between the experimental leWright displacement data and 

the slippage finite element analysis lefthight data This image cleady illustrates that the 

finite element analysis with slippage greatly improves the accuracy of the modeling for 

the upper portion of the phantom. Figure 2.12 c) is the diffennce image between the 

slippage and non slippage model, demonstrating that the effect of slippage is mainly 

limited to the top portion of the phantom. 

The coefficient of friction was not experimentally measured and hence was unknown. 

Therefore a series of coefficients of friction were used for the linear material model to 

determine which value best fit the experimental data To accomplish this task, a 

numerical percentage e m r  was implemented. The average percentage errors for the 

upldown (UD) displacement and the leWright (LR) displacement for N points are defined 

as 

where MR stands for the displacement calcuiated from the MR velocity images and FEA 

stands for the displacement caiculated by the finite elemnt aaaiysis. Motion kss than 

0.4 mm was not considered. The overaü percentage enor is defined as 



Using the %enor to fit the fiction parameter, Figure 2.12 d illustrates the enor as a 

function of the coefficient of fiction. Clearly there is a minimization of error for a 

coefficient of friction of 0.3. 

Using these definitions of error, Table 2 shows the results for both the nonlinear material 

rnodel and the linear material model. 

Table 2 

Linear Nonlinear 

%m 8.4 % 8.8 % no slip 

%LR 14.2 % 14.6 % 

%rn 9.4 % 9.8 % slip 

%M 10.9 % 11.2 % 

NB For SbuD and %rn, N is 625 and 596 nspectively. 

The results in Table 2 are for a linear material model with a Poisson's ratio v = 0.485 and 

a nonlinear material mode1 with D = 26.1 (~lmm?)" for the main body (comsponding to 

a Poisson's ratio of 0.485 for small strains). Clearly the introduction of slip improves the 

error in the leWright direction and is similar to the error in the up/down direction. From 

Table two, one would expect the error to be slighdy better for the nonlinear theory, 

however the slight inmase in enor could k due to the difference in the representation of 

compressibi lity . 

Experimentai measunments of compnssibility are extremely dinicult and cannot be 

made with any degree of accuracy. In general. researchers working in this field have 

estimated the Poisson's ratio of soft tissue to be near 0.5 (incompressible) and our initial 

assurnption was similar. However, with the assumption of near incompressibility , the 

leWright e m  were somewbat larger for both the nonlinear and Limar material model, 

owing to the fact tbat the mode1 displacements were pater ihan the MR displacemnts. 



Figure 2.13 iiiustrates the overail average percentage enor for the linear and noniinear 

elastic models with slip and non slip boundPry conditions. As the compressibility 

increases below the minimum (0.489, the error incceases since the material in the model 

experiences smaller displacement than the actuai phantom displacements in the leWright 

direction. 

Poisson's ratio 

Figure 2-13 46 e m  as a hinction of Poisson's ratio. The 'O' and the '+' represents the 
error for the linear elastic moâel and the nonlinear model respectively . The dotted tines 
and lines reprisent the error for the slippage and zero slippage models. 

Through a series of experimnts using MR velocity imaging, it is evident that for simple 

geometry and material. finite element andysis accuntely pndicts soft tissue deformation 

for moderate surfpa deforniatons. However, certain assurnptions regarding the 



modeling of compressibility may have produced differences between the model and the 

MR measurement. Furthemore, a smaller error pssibly codd have resulted h m  the 

differences in the application of the compression between the experiment and the FEA 

model. FinaUy. the MR measurement of motion had an associateci noise Ievel that also 

caused differences between the FEA model of the displacement and the MR 

measuremen t. 

For both models, it was assumed that compressibility was independent of material and 

strain and this may have caused some emr  since compressibiiity was not measured. A 

second source of e m  was due to the difference in the application of the compression 

between the acnial experiment and the FEA model of the motion. In the experiment. the 

compression was cyclical however in the FEA model the compression was static. The 

overall error due to this difference is small since the maximum kinetic energy is at lest 

two orden of magnitude iess than the energy due to the body force. A third source of 

emr was in the MR displacement tracking measurement. This source of error was 

directly due to noise, offset and a finite number of velocity images. Through simulation, 

this source of error was 3.8 %. 

Both the nonlinear and linear material models produced similar minimal errors in the 

cornparison of displacement. This was expected since the linear fit to the stress-strain 

data was a relatively accurate representation of the &ta over the strain cange. For breast 

tissue however, the stress-strain relationship may not be linear over larger strain ranges 

hence a linear material model may produce pater  differences than a nonlinear model. 

As well, the stress-strain relations are likely anisotropic. Once further measmments of 

the actual stress-main nlationship for breast tissue are completed, these issues can be 

further investigated through a FEA model of a breast undergoing compression with both a 

nonlinear and linear stress-strain relationship. 

Viscous effects were assumed to be negiigiile for dnving fnquencies of0.75 Hz. Bishop 

(2') however masund wave atteauation in gels due to viscous effects at bigher âriving 



frequencies (100 Hz) and also noted that wave attenuation was an or&r of magnitude 

higher for tissue than for gel. For elasticity reconstruction experiments with high 

frequency motion, modeling viscous effects in the force equations is difficult and can 

potentiaüy result in pwr elasticity r#onsüuction. This pmblem however may be 

overcome by using low frequency oscillations since the viscous effects may be minimal in 

tissue for quasi-static motions. For a dnving frequency of 1 Hz, Kdlel nported (22' that 

the phase shift ktween the dnving force and the displacement waveform for a kidney 

was 3 degrees, suggesting that the viscous component was small. 

These results have demonstrated that FEA can accurately predict motion, thus it is 

worthwhile to tùrther investigate the use of FEA in data hision applications, elasticity 

reconstruction and elasticity reconstruction test data analysis. The next step then is to 

appl y FEA to breast images for the purpose of &ta fusion. Initial assumptions in data 

hision involves the use of linear elasticity to model the mechanical properties of the fibro- 

glandular tissue and fat. The accuracy of these assumptions to bceast deformation 

however nec& to be investigated. 

The application of FEA to elasticity reconstruction in the breast however is an open 

question. in elasticity reconstruction, FEA would be used to preûict stress, but it is not 

clear how errors in displacement translate into enors in stress. Another potential use of 

FEA is to simulate an objet and generate experimental est  displacement &ta. These 

data sets could be used as the input data for an inverse solution to test for accuracy in the 

reconstruction. This would allow rrsearchers to study the effects of noise, nonlinear 

stress-strain, anistmpic material properties and improper estimates of compressibility on 

the elasiicity reconstruction method in a numrically contmiled environment. 
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The prediction of soft tissue deformation in the breast is important for applications in data 

fusion and elasticity reconstruction. Data fusion could potentially increase the diagnostic 

potential of breast images taken by multiple imaging modalities, whmas elasticity 

reconstruction rnay improve Wenntiation of knign and maügnant disease which codd 

decrease the overall number of negative biopsies. Finite elernent anaiysis can potentially 

be used to precüct motion and stress; essential components for data fusion and elasticity 

nconstmction cespectively. As discussed in Chapter Two, FEA can accurately predict 

displacement for soft tissue deformaton. F m  uiis cesuit, we hypothesize that FEA can 

aisa pndict stress with nasonable eccuracy using a constant value for Poisson's ratio. 



The caiculation of stress is a necessary ingredient for an elasticity reconstruction, hence 

one of the proposed avenues of research then is to investigate elasticity reconstruction 

based on a FEA calculation of stress. Within this area, a different approach to elasticity 

reconstruction involves studying energy conservation rather than force equations. 

A second avenue of research involves a measluement of the stress-saain nlationship for 

breast tissue, malignant and benign cancers. This data could potentiaüy be used in data 

hision applications and may possibly be cequired as a validation for elasticity 

reconstruction in breast applications. 

' The ultimate goal of any breast elasticity reconstruction expenment is to determine the 

stiffkss distribution which may potentially decrease the number of negative biopsies 

though an improvement of specificity. Accurate reconstruction procedures for a wide 

range of tissue stifiess contrast are essential before clinical evaiuation can proceed. 

Elasticity reconstruction consists of applying a deformation to a tissue, measuring the 

motion and using a reconstruction algorithm to convert rneasurements of motion into a 

stiffness distribution. In general, the mechanical properties of tissue are anisotropic. 

inhomogenous and the stress-suain nlationship is nonlinear ('). With few exceptions. 

most of the elasticity reconstruction methods in the literatun malce the simpüfications 

that the mechanical properties of tissue are isotmpic, the stress-strain relationship is linear 

') and the motions are infinitesimal, hence a linear elastic mode1 is implemented. The 

equations that govem motion for three dimensions for a static state are: 

where a npresents the stress tensor. The relationsbips betweetl stress and süain are given 

by : 



when the index ab represents alz, %, a13 and aa, represents ai i, au, 033. 

3.2. 1 Finite element modeling appmsch 

As has been demonstrated in Chapter 2, finite elewnt analysis can be used to mode1 soft 

tissue deformation. One of the recent proposais by Plewes et al has focused on using a 

finite element model to predict intemal stress '4'. The proposai is based on the application 

of a priori knowledge and the linear elastic equation expressing sttain in tenns of stress. 

For a two dimensional problem. * 

E Y ~  y)&&, y) = dyyk Y) - vOu(x? y) - VQ&? y) (3) 

Strain is calculated fiom experimental measurements of displacement. Thus through the 

application of a finite element model, the stresses can be calculated and used together 

with the strain to determine the stifhess distribution (Young's Modulus). 

This basic method of inversion however involves making several assumptions about the 

mechanical properties of the tissue and of the lesion. The assumptions this inversion 

process make are; 

1) the matenal behaves like a linear elastic material, 

2) the Poisson's ratio of the material within the object is known, 

3) the deformation the object undergoes is known (this deformation is applied in the FEA 

model), 

4) the geometry of the lesion and the object is lcnown (to conshuct the FEA model), 

5) for the case of the breast, the ratio of stiffness ktween fibro-glanciuiar tissue and fat is 

constant thmughout the breast and known (literaairt suggests fibro-giandular is 5 

times stiftier than fat) and 



6) the modulus of the lesion is constant throughout the lesion. 

For the bnast, the geometry of the lesion and of the breast would be obtained dinctly 

from MR images. Similarly, the deformation is known prior to its application. As well, 

the location of fat and fibro-glandular tissue within the breast is also known from the MR 

images, however the assurnption that their modulus ratio is constant may be a source of 

error. Thus the validity and usefulness of some of these assumptions remains to be 

investigated. An initiai feasibiüty study was conducted which looked at the effect 

assumptions 2) and 5) have on the accuracy of elasticity reconstruction with a simple 

FEA model. To understand the results, a brief introduction on the method of the 

reconstmction is required. 

3.2.1.1 uiiplementation d the Reconstruction 

In al1 reconstruction problems, the measurement of tissue displacement is requind to 

produce strain and determine the stiffness distribution. Initially. only one strain image is 

acquired dong the principle direction of motion. A first guess at the modulus ratio 

between the lesion and the sunounding tissue is based on a constant stress approximation 

near the region of the lesion. This approximation sets the right side of equation 3 to a 

constant value throughout the lesion and the surrounding areas. From equation 3 and 

with the approximation of a constant stress field, the relative Young's Modulus at a 

paaicular point in space is simply given as 

assuming that the y direction is the principle direction of motion. 

Averaging within the lesion and outside the lesion renders a relative Young's Modulus 

ratio between the Iesion and the swtounding material. 



The object is modeled with a finite element mesh. the relative rnodulus distribution based 

on the initial guess Evl is implemented in the finite element model and the 

defocmation that occumd is applied to the FEA model. The FEA model then outputs the 

stresses that result from the compression. These stresses are used together with the 

expecimentally measured sûah and a new estimate of relative modulus is calculated 

based on equation 3 

This iterative process continues until convergence occurs whereby 

This approach is best illustrated through an exarnple with a finite element model. A two 

dimensional finite element model (figure 3.1 a) was produced which consisted of a 

circular inclusion (Eu = 20 kPa) within a rectmgular region representative of fibro- 

glandular tissue (Ev = 5 kPa) wiihin a rectangle (& = 1 kPa) repnsentative of fat with a 

Poisson's ratio of 0.495 for each region. This object was used to simulate MR 

experimental displacement data by applying a compression of -2.87 mm which 

corresponds to an average main of 5 %. A strain image (figure 3.1 d) in the direction of 

compression was proâuced by taking the displacement (figure 3.1 b, c) outputted by the 

finite element model at each node, interpolating the data to a Canesian grid and using a 

central finite ciifference approximation 

~ly(x, y) = Iuy(xt y + dy) - u@? y - dy)l/2dy (6) 

where uy is the displacement in the y direction and dy is the length of a pixel. This strain 

data cepresents the experimental MR strain data. 

Using the experimcntal finite element strain data (figure 3.1 d) and implementing 

equation 4, a first guess at the modulus ratio between the lesion and the fibro-glandular 

tissue was determineci by averaging over the lesion (regioa At figure 3.2 b) and the 

suffounding ana (region B. figure 3.2 b). The mie modulus ratio was 4 and the fmt 

guess yielded 2.49. The modulus ratio of 2.49 was then implemented in a FEA mode1 





Figure 3 3  a) Modulus distrriution of the object with the h t  estimate of a relative 
moâulw betweea the Iesion and the fibro-gîandular of2.49. b) Distribution of the 
stresses for the object in figure a). c) Modulus re-coldation based on the stresses 
in figure b) and the stcain image [figure 3.1 d). d) Regions in the modulus image (A 
and B) that are used to estimate the relative modulus ratio. e) Updated modulus 
dismiution based on relative modulus calcuiated h m  the regions in figure d). 



that repnsented the object (figure 3.3 a). The assumptions made in the FEA calcuiation 

of the stress field was that the location of the lesion, fat and fibro-glandular tissue were 

known and furthemore that the relative Young's Modulus ratio between fat and fibro- 

glandular tissue was aiso known. The Young's Modulus implemented for fat and fibro- 

glandular was 0.5 kPa and 2.5 kPa. Note that these moduli are different from those that 

appeaced in the expimental data, but the relative ratio is identical. The object was 

deformed. the stress was output (figure 3.3 b) From the analysis and equation 3 was 

implemented (figure 3.3 c). Averaging the Young's Modulus distribution that is 

illustrated in figure 3.3 c within and around the lesion (region A and region B, figure 3.3 

d) yielded a new nlative Young's Modulus estimate for the lesion (figure 3.3 e). This 

new estimate of the relative modulus ratio was implemented into the FEA model to 

produce a new stress field. As rnentioned previously, this process continues until 

convergence occurs. 

3.2.1.2 Effect of Poisson's Ratio 

Convergence to the correct modulus occurs when the Poisson's ratio of the material is 

known, however in a real tissue expriment the Poisson's ratio is unknown and must be 

estimated. The purpose of this aspect of the feasibility study is to determine if this 

unknown value of the Poisson's ratio effects convergence significantly. Thus a FEA 

model was produced to test bis assumption. 

The model that was used to produce a strain image had (figure 3.1 a) a Poisson's ratio of 

0.495 and a modulus ratio of 4:l:O.2 for the lesion, fibro-glandular and fat. An initial 

estimate from the inverse strain image (figure 3.2 b) yielded a modulus ratio of 2.49 

between the lesion and fiôro-glandular. Three separate EEA models each with a dinecent 

Poisson's ratio were used to reproduce the stress field required to determine the modulus 

ratio between the lesion and the fibto-giandular. The ratio between the fibro-glandular 

and fat however was considend to be known and was implemented into the FEA model 

that pmduced the stresses. Table L m m m h e s  the results for the modulus ratio between 



the lesion and the fibm-glandular tissue for the four separate models that produced the 

stress field. 

Table 1 

Tnie Modulus ratio Initial Modulus Estimate Poisson's ratio Final Modulus Est. 

4.00 2.49 0.495 4.00 

4.00 2.49 0.49 3.95 

4.00 2.49 0.48 3.85 

4.00 2.49 0.47 3.76 
-- - - - 

When the identical Poisson's ratio of 0.495 was used to reconstruct the stress fields the 

modulus ratio between the lesion and the background converged to the correct value of 4. 

When a Poisson's ratio of 0.49 was used to construct the stress field, there was a mal1 

error in convergence which increased as the Poisson's ratio decreased to 0.47. 

Even for a Poisson's ratio of 0.47 however, the enor is quite small and tolerable. This 

simple model has demonstrated that an emw in the estimate of Poisson's ratio does not 

significantly alter the overall estimate of the relative modulus. Figure 3.4 illustrates the 

modulus ratio estimation after each iteration. Step one of the iteration for each model is 

Figure 3.4 Relative Young's Modulus after each iteration step for finite element models 
with a Poisson's ratio of 0.47 (doned). 0.48 (ihdqares), 0.49 (dashed) and 0.495 @ne). 



the estimate of the modulus ratio based on equation 4. Iteration steps two thmugh fivc 

calculate the modulus ratio based on the stress field produced for the modulus ratio 

calculated from the previous step (the modulus ratio for the second step has been 

determined by calculating the stress fields based on the modulus ratio in the first step). 

Note that after ody four steps the modulus ratio converges to a value. 

Although this model shows little error for incomctly estirnating the Poisson's ratio, it is 

important to con f i i  this result for a geometricdly equivalent model of a breast. 

3.2.13 Enect of Tissue inhomogeniety 

One of the assumptions made in the FEA reconstruction is that the modulus ratio of the 

fat to fibro-glandular tissue in the breast is constant. However this is most likely not the 

case, hence the purpose of this aspect of the feasibility study is to determine the efCect this 

assumption has on elasticity reconstruction through a FEA model. To test the effect of 

modulus inhomogeneity, a model was consrnicted with regions that had different 

Young's Modulus. The same mode1 used previously (figure 3.1) was implemented with 

the sarne Poisson's ratio (0.495) and modulus ratios (4: 1 :0.2) between the lesion (Eu = 20 

kPa), fibro-glanddar (Ey = 5 Wa) and fat tissue (Ey = 1 kPa), however forty regions were 

added to the fat and fibro-glandular zones (twenty in each zone) which had a Young's 

Modulus different from the background in that zone (figure 3.5 a, b, c). Three separate 

moâels with varyiag degrees of tissue inhomogeniety wen tested. The locations of the 

inhomogenieties in each model was identical, however the values of modulus within the 

region per model varied through a scaie factor. The variation is listed in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Model MaxJrnin. fat value (kPa) MaxJmin. fibre-glanddu value @Pa) 

A 1.3/0.7 6S3.5 

B 1.610.4 812 

C 1 .9/0. 1 9.510.5 



MOOEL A MODEL B MODEL C 



A compression of -2.87 mm was implemented (average strain is 5 96) for eac h model and 

displacement data was output. From the displacement data, scrain data was calculated for 

each model (figure 3.5 d. e, f). 

A homogenous tissue model was used to determine the stress field required to reconstruct 

the modulus ratio between the lesion and the surrounding tissue. The model's geometry 

was identical to the model iilustrated in figure 3.3 a). The value of the modulus in the fat 

and fibro-glandular region were 0.5 kPa and 2.5 Wa and these ngions were completely 

homogenous. The Poisson's ratio for al1 thne materials was 0.495. The sarne 

defornation was applied to the homogenous model and the stresses were used together 

with the strain from the inhomogenous models to evduate modulus. The results of 

convergence are listed in Table 3. These initial results suggest that variability in the 

modulus distribution do not significantly alter the estimate of the true modulus ratio 

between the lesion and the smundings. 

Table 3 

Model Calculated Modulus Ratio (Lesion/Suroundings) True Modulus Ratio 

The modulus reconstruction with the inhomogenieties is fairly accurate because the strain 

field is only perturbed slightly over the ngions in which relative modulus is calculated 

and these ef5ects are fairly local (figure 3.3 d). To fucther illustrate this effect, a model 

was pmduced (figure 3.6 a) which contains a single inhomogenous region within the 

fibm-glandular region with a modulus six times greater than the fibro-glandular 

background. The moduius of the lesion is four times greater han the fibro-glandular 

region. A compression of -2.87 mm was applied to the object resulting in an average 

strain of 5 %. Figure 3.6 b) iilustrates the strain image with the inhomogenous region and 

figure 3.6 c) üiusmtes the stnin image for the geometrically identical object without the 

inhomogenous region. It is clear f i m  these strain images that the effect of the 



Figure 3.6 a) Moduius distribution of an object with a large modulus inhomogeniety 
iiorma1ized to the nbro-glandular modulus (fibro-glanduiar modulus = 1). b) Strain image 
parailel to the direction of compression for the object in figure a). c) Strain image for 
the object in figure a) without the inhomogeniety. d) Difference image of figure c) and d) 
normaIized to the strain in figure c). 



inhornogenous region on the strain image is local in nature. A numerical analysis of the 

quantity 

within and around the lesion in the ngions illustrated in figure 3.3 d nveals an average 

difference of 1.2 % and 3 % nspectively. Applying the reconstruction meihod to this 

object and assuming a completely homogenous region in modulus (figure 3.3 a), after 

four iterations the modulus converged to 3-96 for this particular model. 

These results have demonstrated that in general the effects of inhomogenieties iue fairly 

local and do not significantly alter convergence. It appears that as long as the 

inhomogenieties are relatively distant from the lesion then convergence to the correct 

value will occur. As the level of inhomogeniety increases near the lesion, accuracy of the 

convergence will most Likely decnase. However, these results should be confinned for a 

geometricall y equivalen t breast model. 

3*2.1.4 Exporimeneal Vaüàation of FEA Eiasticity Reconstruction 

From these initial results, it appears that FEA based elasticity reconstruction may be 

feasible. However, More FEA based elasticity reconstruction could be attempted in 

patients, it should be performed on simple objects to leam more about the process. Thus 

the next step of my rrsearch is to validate the FEA reconstruction algorithm with a simple 

phantom composed of multiple inclusions. 

An alternative approach to FEA elasticity reconstruction is to use an algondun based on 

energy equations. For quasi - static compression, the kinetic energy of motion cm be 

ignored since it is much l e s  than the energy due to the elastic properties of the materid 

and gravity. Thus, a static energy equation 

/ana dA +/ b=u dV dV (9 



can be used to describe the emrgy of the system (? The cight side of the equation is 

proportionai to the internai strah energy, and the Ieft side represents the work done by the 

extemal forces, where b represents the body forces (gravity). 

The potential advantage of basing an inversion pmess on an energy equation rather than 

a force equilibnum equation cornes in tenns of signal to noise ratio. From the force 

equations (page 56), the fundamental terms that are calculated from an expriment and 

are required to solve the problem are fint denvatives of strain with respect to position. 

From equation 6, strain is essentidy a subtraction of the displacement data, thus a F i t  

derivative of strain would result in a second subtraction of the displacement data. In the 

energy equation however, the main terais that are required fmm the experiment are strain 

and as previously mentioned, strain requires only one subtraction of the displacement 

data. 

In general. displacement data has noise hence with each successive subtraction, the 

quantiîy of interest becornes noisier. As a nsult, less SNR may k required to reconstnict 

elasticity when compared to an inversion prwess based on force since the energy 

formulation fundamentally requires only one subtraction of displacement data whereas 

the force formulation requires two subtractions of displacernent data 

The energy concept offers an alternative method to the FEA approach to elasticity 

reconstruction, however further feasibility studies need to be conducted before this 

approach can be experimentally validated. 

3.3 Ex vivo measuremetlt of the stressdrain mlatiotlship for breast cancer uid 

niece are severai questions in elasticity nconsrniction ibat cannot be aaswered due to 

insufficient lmowledge in the stress-strain nlationship for breast cancer. Currently, littie 



is hown ngarding the non linearity of the stress-strain relationship. The relationship is 

nonlinear but the degree over any specific strain range has not been sufficiently measured 

Measuring the stress-strain relationship for tissue is challenging since the sampies have 

an hgular  shape (figure 3.7). These irregularities can lead to improper strain zeroing, 

when initial contact with the surface of the object is poor. As the stress-strain test 

proceeds, this can lead to false non linearity which is difficult to account for. 

This enor in geometry may be potentiaiiy comcted by pounng a layer of gel around the 

tissue to mate a cubical or cylindncal geometry. Although the hue stress-strain 

relationship of the tissue is now somewhat skewed by the addition of the gel, the 

geometry is specific. 

This concept was initially tested on a small piece of beef. Even though the beef had a 

fairly regular shape, uniform contact of the compression plate to the beef surface was 

difficult and hence the stress-strain measurements near O strain are skewed. Furthemore, 

the strain is measured as a function of the distance the cornpressor plate has traveled and 

related to the original height of the sample, thus the initial average strain measurements 

are incorrect since the beef is only partially loaded. One possible correction is to pre load 

the beef to the point when full contact is ensured, however the average strain at this point 

is unknown. 

Figare 3.7 SampIes of breast tissue taken from a mastectomy 



A thin layer of gel was added to the beef (figure 3.8) when the gel temperature was 

approximately 29 O celsius. Initial sample cornpressor plate contact was much easier to 

achieve with this method. Slicing the sample in half after the experiment clearly 

illustrated that the contact between the beef and the gel was excellent. 

Figure 3.8 Addition of gel to mate a uniform surfa~e for a beef sample. 

Understanding the degree of non linearity is critical for elasticity reconstruction. 

Accurate elasticity reconstruction is essentially limited by the linear stress-strain 

nlaiionship assumption. hence the corresponding experiment should apply surface 

deformations such that the maximum intemal strains are essentiaily within the linear 

range of the stress-strain relationship, assuming that there is a linear range. if the linear 

range of the stress-suain relationship is tm small or non existent, then the next step 

would be to study this problem via a FEA simulation. This could be done by using the 

nonlinear stress-strain data in a hyperelastic model. applying a deformation and 

calculating the displacements. Elasticity reconstruction could be applied to the nsulting 

displacement to study the emm due to nonlinear stress-strain. 

In conclusion. the application of FEA CO soft tissue deformation modeling could 

eventuaily k usehl for clinicai applications in data fusion and elasticity reconstruction. 

Data fusion may potentiaüy maxirnize the diagnostic value of breast images taken by 

multiple imaging moâalities. Elasticity reconstruction rnay potentially offer quantitative 

data on tissue stifiess which couplcd with data on appearance and/or enhancement rate 

of lesion may substantidy demase biopsy. 
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